Summary of the presentation of a possible data platform solution using Teradata
Introduction
The following is the external summary of the presentation of a possible data platform solution using
Teradata.
The dialog with the market was conducted in order to make the IT and Development Agency of the Danish
Ministry of Taxation, Udviklings- og Forenklingsstyrelsen (UFST), obtain further knowledge of available
solutions on the market. The focus of the dialog was for UFST to get inspiration for the work on the later
acquisition of a data platform and tools. The market operators were expected to present how their
standard products can support the target architecture.
The intention of the dialog with the market has not been to either preselect market operators or to
preclude market operators from future tenders, and it will thus not qualify any market operators for or
exclude any market operators from future tenders. The focus of the dialog has been to discuss products on
the market and the functionality of these products.

Summary of the presentation of a possible solution using Teradata
Market operator

Teradata

Date of meeting

June 7, 2019

Welcome and presentation of
the market operator’s
participants

The market operator welcomed UFST, presented its participants, and gave a
short presentation of its understanding of UFST’s situation. Furthermore, the
market operator pointed out former customers.

Session 1.
Meeting the identified business
needs in the conceptual model

Session 2.
The ability of the market
operator’s solution to meet the
architectural principles

The market operator explained that UFST’s conceptual model is similar to
Teradata’s own Reference Information Architecture and pointed out some
observations made on the conceptual model.
Subsequently, the market operator provided an overview of its analytic
ecosystem and showed how its Reference Information Architecture relates to
other relevant components.
The market operator explained that the architectural principles have a
significant overlap with its own architectural principles, which they showed by
mapping the relations between UFST’s principles and their own.
UFST's preliminary view on architectural principles was discussed, and the
market operator came with a few comments and input on the proposed
approach.

Session 3.
The market operator’s previous
experience with implementing a
similar kind of platform

The market operator explained its technology and offerings and highlighted
these in relevant reference cases.

Session 4.
The market operator’s
expectations for the customer
with respect to skills and the
customer’s role in the
implementation phase

The market operator did not cover this session during its presentation.
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Session 5.
The market operator’s
suggestions on how to ensure
the future support and
availability of technical skills
related to the solution

The market operator explained its ecosystem and service portfolio. In addition,
it showed an overview of its portfolio of offerings to illustrate how it supports
its customers.

Session 6.
The market operator’s
experience with running a hybrid
solution

The market operator showed samples of hybrid set-ups and explained its
experience with running hybrid solutions.

Further process

Finally, UFST explained the further process. UFST referred to the overall
timeline and explained that UFST will make a summary of the dialog and send
it to the market operator to comment before it will be published on the UFST
website.

